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Uniform boundedness theorems for ^-triangular set functions 
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In a recent paper, we have obtained a generalization of the classical bounded-
ness Dieudonné theorem ([9], Prop. 9), in the setting of finitely additive group 
valued-functions ([14], (3.2)). 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain an analogous result ((3.3)), in the setting 
of semigroup valued ¿-triangular functions. For this, firstly we establish that Niko-
dym's boundedness theorem holds for ¿-triangular exhaustive functions on a ring 
with the Subsequential Interpolation Property ((1.6)). This proposition yields some 
recent results of E. Pap as special cases (see [21], [23], [24]). We apply (3.3) to obtain 
again a Dieudonné type theorem for finitely additive group-valued functions (Co-
rollary (3.8), see also [14], (4.2)). 
1. Let X be a commutative semigroup with neutral element 0; let p be a semi-
invariant pseudometric on X, namely a pseudometric satisfying the inequality 
p(x+z,y+z) sp(x, y) Mx, y,z£X, 
or, equivalenty, the inequality 
p(x+x', y+y') p(x, y)+p(x', / ) Vx, x', y,y'dX. 
Let R + =[0 , K+=[0, +00]. To p there corresponds the function 
I |: x£X-+ p(x, 0)£R+ 
for which 
|0| = 0 
([22], [23]). 
* ) T h i s r e s e a r c h w a s p a r t i a l l y s u p p o r t e d b y M i n i s t e r o P u b l i c a I s t r u z i o n e (Italy). 
R e c e i v e d N o v e m b e r 1 3 , 1 9 8 7 . 
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We will denote by (X , \ |) the uniform semigroup (X, <%fp), where °llp is the 
uniformity of X generated by the pseudometric p ([11], [27]). We say that a subset 
Y of X is bounded if sup | y \ < + <». 
ytr 
Let 01 be a ring of subsets of a set S and <p a function from St to (X , \ |). We 
say that cp is bounded if the set <p{0i) is a bounded subset of X. 
Let k£ R + . We say that cp is k-triangular if <p(0)=O and for any disjoint sets 
A and B from 01, 
\(p(A)\-k\<p(B)\ ^ \<p(A\JB)\ ^ \(p(A)\+k\q>(B)\. 
It is easy to see that cp is /c-triangular if and only if 
<p(0) = 0 
and, for any sets C, D from 0t, we have 
\\<p(C)\-\(p(D)\\ ^ k\<p(C\D)\ + k\(p(D\C)\ 
([16])-
Moreover, a function <p A:'-triangular is A:-triangular for each k^k' and cp /c-tri-
angular for kQO, 1[ implies |<p(X)|=0 for each X£Sl. Hence below we will 
consider fc-triangular functions with k ^ l . 
Let ^ be a lattice contained in 01; we say that a function cp from 01 to (X, | |) 
is H-exhaustive if, for every disjoint sequence (G„)niN in H, we have 
lim <p(Gn) — 0; 
n 
an ^-exhaustive function is called exhaustive. 
We say that a function <p from 0t to (X, \ |) is order continuous if for every 
decreasing sequence (A„)aiN in Si such that Pi A = 0 
n€ JV 
lim <p(A„) = 0. 
n 
We write, for every and At01, 
= H<gA) 
JVC) A {HC\A, 
Let <p be a function from to {X, | |); its semivariation (supremitation or 
supremacy in [15], [16]) is the function 
([11], [12], [19]). 
cp: A£0l - sup |<pCB)|eR+ 
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We have 
0(0) = 0 if k>(0)|=O, 
n 
\<p(A)\ ¿p(A) 1AZ01, 
A Q B => <p(A) S cp(B). 
Moreover q> is ¿-subadditive if the function 
AZS& -*• |<pG4)|eR+ 
is ¿-subadditive <p is exhaustive iff <p is exhaustive ([12], Lemma (2.2)). 
Now, we give the proof of: 
(1.1). Let 0t be a ring of subsets of S and cp a k-triangular and exhaustive func-
tion from &L to (X, | |). Then <p (and therefore cp) is bounded2). 
Suppose the contrary. Then by Lemma (2.1) of [19] we can find such 
that for every AC3? 
\cp(A\A0)\ s i . 
Therefore the set <p(3$AJ is not bounded3) and we can find B^dkAa such that 
|<pCBi)l > k + \<p(A0)\. 
Hence we have also 
|<K^oV?i)l ^j \W(Bd\-\<p(A0) \ \ > 1 
and or (p(3tB^) or <p(@Aa\B) is not bounded. 
Then we write A^—Bx and =A0\B1 if q>((%B) is not bounded; on the 
contrary, we write A1=A0\B1 and C1—B1. 
It is'clear now that we can obtain, as in [19], Theorem (2.2), a sequence (Cn)niN 
of mutually disjoint sets of 0t such that 
|<KC„)|>1 Vn€N, 
a contradiction with the assumption that (p is exhaustive. 
(1.2). Let be a ring of subsets of S and let <p an order continuous function 
from ffl to (X, | |). If the function 
A£M - |<p(A)\ 
is k-subadditive, this function and the semivariation of <p, (p, are also countably k-sub-
additive4). 
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Let (An)n(N be a disjoint sequence of elements of M such that (J A„(-Ж. Then, 
N€N 
for every n£N (лё2) and for every A£dl, 
|q>( U АЯПА)| ^ |<p(U А,ПА)\ == ni N isn , i>-n 
^ср(А1ПА)+к 2 WiA^A^+k^^ A^A)\. 
1 <iSn is-n 
Taking limits in the above inequality, we obtain, for each 
|cp( U АпПА)\ S ЫА^А^+к 2 ШППА)\, 
N€N 1 ВЁ2 
and also 
ф(и An) ^ фШ + к 2 Ф(А„У, л€N nS2 
this completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y (1.2). If cp is an order continuous k-subadditive function defined 
on the ring 0t with values in R + , then q> and its semivariation ф are also countably 
k-subadditive. 
(1.3). Let be a quasi a-ring of subsets of S and let (<?>„)„eN be a sequence of 
exhaustive functions from Ш to (X, \ |). Then, for each disjoint sequence 04„)„eN in 
3&, there exist a subsequence (An ),€N of (A„)n€N and a quasi a-ring У contained in 01 
such that АпеУ for each r£ N, such that for every N£N the restriction of cpn to SP 
is order continuous5). 
Let, for each H£N, фп be the semivariation of q>„ and let 
t,: А(Ц% - 2 4 r M ^nU)}€R + ; 
N€N ^ 
it is easy to see that tj is an exhaustive function such that 
tj(A)^t](B) if АЯВ, A,B£&6). 
Let (An)n € N be a disjoint sequence of sets of 0t\ then we can find a subsequence 
(A„)re N (AJN E N and a quasi o-ring У contained in 01 such that A„ ^ S f , for 
each /-£N, and the restriction of r\ to i f is order continuous7). 
Hence, if (Bp) £N is a decreasing sequence of sets of У such that П В =0, 
p€N 
we have, for each n£N, 
lim <pn(Bpf\B) = 0, p 
uniformly with respect to В€Уш, namely, For each «€N, the restriction of (p„ to 
is order continuous. 
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( 1 . 4 ) . Let be a ring of subsets of S and let $ be a set of k-triangular func-
tions from 0t to (X, | I), such that 
a) <P(A) is bounded for every AÇ.01, 
b) for every sequence (<p„)a€N of elements of $ and for every disjoint sequence 
(A„)neN of sets of 3% there exists an infinite subset M of N such that (J {<p„(A„)} 
is bounded. 
Then $(&) is bounded.8) 
Suppose the contrary. Then there are two possibilities. 
Case I: There exists AÇ.3% such that &(&A) is not bounded. 
In this case, firstly we prove : 
c) for every AÇ.01 such that $(&A) is not bounded and for every «ÇN, there 
exists (q>, B)£$X!%a such that 
\q>(B)\ > n and <P(âêB) is not bounded. 
In fact, suppose that there exist n0ÇN and A0£ffl such that @(&Ao) is not 
bounded such that for every (<p, B)Ç$X&Ao, \<p(B)\>n0 implies that <P(&B) is 
bounded. Let (q>, B)€$X!%Ao such that \(p(B)\>2kn0] therefore 
\<p(B)\ > «o and \cp(A0\B)\ > n0. 
Hence, <P(£%B) and $(&Aii\B) being bounded, is bounded, a con-
tradiction. 
Let now such that is not bounded and /-(1) such that 
l i p^ ) ! S r ( l ) 
by c) there exists (<px, Az)Ç<PXâ?Ai such that 
\<Pi(A2)\ > k+r( 1) and is not bounded. 
Continuing by induction, we can find a decreasing sequence (A„)nÇN of sets of 
, a sequence (ç>„)„ ÇN of functions of $ and a sequence (r (n))„ e N of natural numbers 
such that for every «ÇN, 
. \<p„(A„)\ ^ r(n), \q>n{An+1)\ > kn+r(n), $(3tAr) are not bounded. 
Finally, if we write C„=A„\An+1 for each nÇN, (Cn)e^ is a disjoint se-
quence of sets of âë such that 
l<P„(C„)|>« V«€ N, 
a contradiction with b). 
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Case II: For every A^ât the set 4>(3iA) is bounded. 
In this case, if we denote by 0l'A the ring of sets of 0t disjoint from A, we have 
that $(&A) is not bounded, for each AÇâê. Then, we put Ao=0 and we choose 
<p2£<P and AtÇâê such that ^ ( / i ^ l s l . Continuing by induction, we find for 
every nÇN, çn£<P and AnÇâë' a A such that \<pn(A„)\ >«, a contradiction 
with b). This completes the proof. 
(1.5). Let Si be a quasi a-ring of subsets of S and let $ be a set of k-triangular 
and exhaustive functions from 8% to (X,\ |). If for every AÇ.& the set $ (A) is bounded, 
then $((%) is bounded. 
Suppose that 4>(â$) is not bounded. Then, by (1.4), there exist a sequence 
(<p„)„€N of functions of 0 and a disjoint sequence (A„)„eN of sets of M such that 
for every infinite subset M of N the set (J {<pn(An)} is not bounded. 
Let now, by (1.3), (^.Xçn be a subsequence of 04n)„eN and Sf a quasi <7-ring 
contained in á? such that (V*'€N) and the restriction of <pn to is order 
continuous, for each «ÇN. 
Let/?! be a positive real number and let /X€N such that 
1 ^ ( ^ ) 1 > 2px\ 
<pn. being exhaustive, we can find /ii^i'i such that 
l^i/^nm)! < Pll2k* V m > /ij . 
We write, V'€N, a¡=k2 sup \cp(An)\< + and we put />2=max {2/>l5 a.}. 
ç>€4> ' 1 
Then there exist i2>fi1 and h2>i2 such that 
\<Pn¡z(¿n¡)\ > 3^2 
and 
\<paii(AmJ\ * pJPV, №n¡i(A„J\ \fm^h2. 
Similarly, if we write /?s=max { s p ^ , } for each (J>1) we can 
find such that 
I<pn. (A„. )| ^ (s+l)p5 
and, for each rÇ(1, ..., 
I ^ K J h ^ f e 3 Vm ^ hs. 
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Let now (An. ) 6 N be a subsequence of (An ) s 6 N such that A0= (J An 
% 4 6 N 's , 
we obtain (V<?>1) from (1.2) 
|cpn. (A0)\ S |cp„. (A„. ) | - / c 2 2 \<P., U„. )\-k* 2 19„t Um )| S 
' ^ (Sq+l)PsQ- 2 2 Pll^1'1 ^ («,+ 1 )Psg~ 2PSl + l~Pl = 
a contradiction with the boundedness of <P(A0). 
(1.6). Let Si be a ring of subsets of S with the Subsequential Interpolation 
Property9) and let 0 be a set of k-triangular and exhaustive functions from !% to 
(X, | |). If for every A^.91 the set 0(A) is bounded, then $({%) is bounded. 
We have to prove that b) of (1.4) is verified. Let ((p„)„eN be a sequence of func-
tions of 0 and (A„)n€N a disjoint sequence of sets of <P. 
It is easy to prove that Jf = {A$.0t\ cp„(A)=0 V«€N} is an ideal of 
and ^/.TF satisfies the countable chain condition11); therefore by the (7.1.1) 6f [28] 
is a quasi a-ring. 
Now, we denote for each /i£N by (pn the function 
- WM)\ 
and we note that, V"€N, is a ¿-triangular and exhaustive function from M/JV 
to R+ 1 2) . 
Therefore, by (1.5) the set | J {cpn(An)}\= U <pn(®IJf) is bounded. The proof 
is complete. 
R e m a r k 1. We remark that (1.4) contains Theorem 1, p. 30 of [16] and (1.6) 
contains the Nikodym's boundedness Theorem of [20], Theorem N of [18], Corol-
laries 4, 5, 6 p. 29 of [16]. 
We remark also that from (1.6) we obtain Corollary (Nikodym) of [1] and 
Theorem 2 of [21]13). 
2. We shall denote below by si a field of subsets of S and bv and i? two 
lattices contained in si such that for each F^SF. 
Let cp be a function from si to (X, | |); we say that cp is inner regular (with 
respect to 2F) in A, A£si, if for every e > 0 there exists F^^ such that FQA 
and (p(A\F)<e. 
We say that <p is inner regular (with respect to iF) on X^si, if cp is inner 
regular (with respect to !F) in each AdX; cp is said inner regular if it is inner regu-
lar on s i . 
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We note that: 
(2.1). Let q> be a function from si to (X, | |) such that the function 
At® - \cp(A)\ 
is k-subadditive. Then (p is inner regular if and only if it satisfies the condition 
(°) For every Ad si and for every e=>0 there exist FdlF and Gd'S such that 
FQAQG and ¿p(G\F)<eli). 
It follows easily from the properties of (pls). 
R e m a r k 2. This proposition is valid, in particular, for an inner regular ¿-sub-
additive function defined on si with values in R + . 
If S is a Hausdorff locally compact topological space, ¿F and <$ are respectively 
the lattice of the compact sets and the lattice of the open sets of S, si is a field con-
taining a function cp from si to (X, | |), such that the function 
A£j* ~ \<p(A)\ 
is ¿-subadditive, is inner regular (with respect to ¿F) iff the function 
Adsi - \tp(A)\ 
is regular (R), in the sense of [8]. 
(2.2). Let 2F be a semicompact lattice, so a lattice with the property: 
(*) For every sequence (F„)nPN in 3F such that p | Fn=0, there exists n0£N 
NGN 
such that fl F„=0. 
Let (p be an inner regular (with respect to ¿F) function from si to (X, I |); then, 
1) if the function 
A£s/-\<p(A)\ . 
is k-subadditive, <p is order continuous and therefore the function 
Ads/ - \<p(A)\ 
and the semivariation of cp, cp, are also countably k-subadditive; 
2) if (p is a k-triangular function, <p is X-exhaustive, for every lattice XQ.si 
such that for every disjoint sequence (//„)„ 6N in Jf the o-ring generated by {H„, n£ N) 
is contained in si. 
To prove 1), by (1.2), it suffices to prove that <p is order continuous. For this, 
if (A„)n(N is a decreasing sequence of sets of ' such that p) A„=0, for any e > 0 
N6N 
and n£N, let such that 
F„QA„ and cp(An\Fn) < e/2"k. 
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Then by ( * ) there exists m0€N such that 
f | F, = 0 V m ^ m 0 ; i^m 
hence for each m^m 0 9 
\<p(Aj\ S <p(AJ = <p(Am\n fi) = <p(U (A\fi)) ^ i^m î m 
S vCA^FJ + k 2 <P(Ai\Fi) = k 2 = e. 
l < i s m n £ N 
To prove 2), it suffices to remark that, by 1), q> is order continuous and, if 
№)»€N i s a disjoint sequence in J f , for every w£N, 
i s n i a n + 1 
This completes the proof. 
(2.3). Let OF and <3 satisfy the property: 
(* *) For each F^S7 and for each sequence ((?„)„ eN in <& such that FQ |J Gn 
n € N 
there exists «0£N such that F<= | J G„16), and let be closed under the countable ns no 
union of mutually disjoint sets. 
If cp is a function from si to (X, | |) inner regular (with respect to SF) on <8, 
the semivariation of (p, cp, (and therefore <p) is <8-exhaustive. 
Let (G„)„eN be a disjoint sequence in <&. For every £>0, let F£iF such that 
FQ U G„ and <p( U G„\F) < e; 
n € N n £ N 
hence, if n0£N is such that 
U Gn nSlt„ 
for every + 1 
\(p(GJ\ == tp(Gm)^(p( U G\F) < e; 
n € N 
the proof is complete. 
We remark also: 
(2.4). Let q> be a k-triangular function inner regular (with respect to !F) defined 
on si with values in (X, | |). Then (p satisfies the condition 
(°°) For every Adsl and for every e>0, there exist FetF and G^ such 
that FQAQG and for every A'^sl such that FQA'QG we have 
|| (p(A)\-](p(A')\^e. 
Let A^sJ and let e>0. Then, by (2.1), we can find and G^ such that 
F<gA<gG and \(p(B)\ < e/2fc \/B g G\F. 
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If A'dsi and FQA'QG, then obviously 
( A ^ ' ) U ( / i V ) g 6 \ F 
and therefore 
\\cp(A)\-\cp(A')\\ s k\cp(A\A')\ + k\cp(A'\A)\^e. 
In particular, we have: 
C o r o l l a r y (2.4). Let cp be a k-triangular function defined on si with values 
in R + . If <p is inner regular, cp satisfies the condition 
(1°) For every Ad si and for every e>0 , there exist Fd^A and AQG 
such that for every Ad si such that FQA'^G we have 
\(p(A)-<p(A')\^e. 
R e m a r k 3. If S is a Hausdorff locally compact topological space, si is the 
ff-field of the Borel sets of S, $F and ^ are respectively the lattice of the compact 
sets and the lattice of the open sets of S, from (2.4) (resp. from Corollary (2.4)) we 
obtain that, if cp is an inner regular ¿-triangular function from si to (X, | |) (resp. 
to R + ) , the function 
Ads/-»\cp(A)|£R+ 
(resp. cp) is regular on si in the sense of [7], p. 303; see also Remark 2. 
(2.5). Let ( r , | |) be a quasi-normed abelian group and let cp a finitely additive 
function from si to (r, | |). Then cp is inner regular if and only i f , for every Ad si 
and for every e > 0 there exist Fd& and Gd& such that FQAQG and for every 
A'dsi with FQA'QG we have 
\cp(A)-<p(A')\ < £. 
Obviously we can use the same arguments of the proof of Prop. 1, p. 304 of [7]. 
We say that a function cp from si to (X, | |) is regular if 
(a) cp is inner regular, 
(b) for every F d & and for every £>0 there exist E d ^ , H d G d V such 
that FQEQHQG and <KG\F)<e1 7) . 
R e m a r k 4. If we suppose that and have the property: 
(•)for every Fd^ and for every Gd $ such that FQG, there exist Ed^, 
Hd&, such that FQEQH^G, clearly a function cp from si to (X, | |) such 
that the function 
Adsi - \cp(A)\ 
is ¿-subadditive (in particular a ¿-triangular function) is regular iff it is inner regular 
(see (2.1)). 
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In particular, if S is a Hausdorff locally compact (resp. normal) topological 
space, !F is the lattice of the compact (resp. closed) sets of S, & is the lattice of the 
open sets of 5", si is a field containing a fc-triangular function is regular iff it is 
inner regular. 
We remark also that in the case S Hausdorff locally compact topological space, 
si the a--field of the Borel sets of S, 3F the lattice of the compact sets, the lattice 
of the open sets of S, a ^-triangular function <p from si to (X, | |) with regular vari-
ation18) (regular in the sense of [7], p. 303) satisfies the condition ( • ) of the (2.1) 
and therefore it is regular (see also [24], Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). 
3. (3.1) Let 0 be a set of k-triangular inner regular functions from si to (X, | |). 
Then, for every Ad si such that $(sfA) is not bounded and for every there 
exists (cp, such that 
|<p(2?)| > n and ^(sig) is not bounded. 
Assume that there exist A0£si such that $(siA ) is not bounded and K 0 € N 
such that for every (cp, B)e $ X ( ( ^ U 3?) D A0) 
\cp{B)\ > H0 implies that siB) is bounded. 
Let now F g a n d <p£<P such that |<p(F)|>(1 +k)n0; therefore we have 
A0\F£&r)A0, <p(F) > «o, <p(A0\F) > nQ. 
Then, both $(siF) and $(siAo\F) are bounded, a contradiction with the as-
sumption that $ ( s i A J is not bounded. 
Now we can give the proof of: 
(3.2). Let $ be a set of k-triangular and regular functions from si to (X, | |) 
such that 
a) for every <P(G) is bounded, 
¡S) for every sequence (<pn)„eN of functions of $ and for every disjoint sequence 
(G„Ln of sets of (S, there exists an infinite subset M of N such that | J {<?„((?„)} 
B6M 
is bounded. 
Then $(si) is bounded. 
Assume that $(si) is not bounded. 
We will show firstly that <P satisfies the following property: 
y) For every such that $(siA) is not bounded and for every there 
exists (Jp, G, A')£4>X@aX&a such that 
( * * * ) №(G)\ > n, GO A' = 0, <P(siA,) is not bounded. 
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Let A£<& such that 0(siA) is not bounded and let nÇN; let /i€N such that 
\<p(A)\^h, for every q>£0. 
There are two possibilities. 
Case I: There exists (<p+, H)Ç.0X(&C\A) such that 
\(p*(H)\ >2(h+kn) and <P(siH) is not bounded. 
In this case, let G'dlS, F'dP, G"£<& such that 
HQG'r\AQFT)AQG"r\A and <p*(G"C)A\H) < (k+hn)lk, 
so ¡(pJF'HA^^h+kn. Then, if we put 
G = A\F'(1A, A' = G'i)A 
it is easy to see that (tp^, G, A')Ç$X&aX&a verifies ( * * * ) . 
Case II: For every (tp, H)£0X(&rnA), \cp(H)\>2(h+kn) implies that 0(siH) 
is bounded. 
In this case, let and (p.^0 such that \cpJF)\>4(h+kn); let G'e^, 
F'DÊF, G"ÇL<§ such that 
FQG'QF'QG" and <p+(G"\F) < (h + kn)/k, 
so 
\q>^F'r\A)\^2(h+kn) and |ç>*(GTU)| > 2(h+kn). 
Finally, if we put 
G = G'CiA, A' = A\F'C\A, 
obviously (CP^, G, A') verifies the ( * * *). 
It is clear now that, by the same argument as that of (3.2) of [14], we obtain 
a sequence (<pn)„ e N of functions of 0 and a disjoint sequence (G„)n€N in such that 
|ç>n(G„)|>/i, for every «ÇN; a contradiction with /?). 
(3.3) Let IS be a SIP-Iattice1*) and let 0 be a set of k-triangular functions from 
si to (X, | I), &-exhaustive and regular, such that for every 0(G) is bounded; 
then 0(si) is bounded. 
It suffices to prove that 0 satisfies contion /?) of (2.2). 
For this, let (<pn)„eN be a sequence of functions of 0 and let ((?„)„€N be a dis-
joint sequence of sets of eS. We denote respectively by (Gnj) ;6N and by ¡f a sub-
sequence of (G„)n€N and a ring with the Subsequential Interpolation Property con-
tained in 'S, such that G„^ for every z£N. 
Clearly the, restriction of <pn to is exhaustive for each «ÇN, and the set 
U {<¡»„(6)} is bounded for each therefore, by the (1.6) the set U <PN (G„ ) = 
n € N i g N ' ' 
i u <Pn(y) is bounded. 
n € N 
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The proof is complete. 
C o r o l l a r y (3.4). Let <& be a SIP-lattice and suppose that !F and <3 have 
the property: 
(•) for every and every such that FQG, there exist HZ^ 
such that FQEQHQG. 
If $ is a set of k-triangular, '¡S-exhaustive and inner regular functions from si 
to (X, | |) such that for every $(G) is bounded, then ${si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from (3.3) (see Remark4). In particular we have: 
C o r o l l a r y (3.5). Let S be a normal topological space, <$ the lattice of the 
open sets, 2F the lattice of the closed sets of S, si a field containing If $ is a set 
of k-triangular, exhaustive and inner regular functions from si to (X, \ |) such 
that for every Gd.'S &(G) is bounded, then $(si) is bounded. 
C o r o l l a r y (3.6). Let S be a Hausdoiff locally compact topological space, 3F 
the lattice of the compact sets, 'S the lattice of the open sets, si a field containing <S. 
If $ is a set of k-triangular and inner regular functions from si to (X, | |), such 
that, for every G^tf, 0(G) is bounded, then $(si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from Corollary (3.4) and (2.2). 
C o r o l l a r y (3.7). Let S be a Hausdoiff topological space, the lattice of the 
open sets, SF the lattice of the compact sets of S, si a field containing If $ is a 
set of k-triangular and regular functions from si to (X, | |) such that for every G^ 
$(G) is bounded, then <P(si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from (3.3) and (2.2). 
R e m a r k 5. Clearly (see (2.1) and Remark 4), Corollary (3.6) contains Theo-
rem 2 and Theorem 3 of [24] (see also [23], [6] Proposition 9, [2] Remark 2, p. 168). 
We note that, if we put ¡F=<&=si, (3.3) yields a Nikodym's boundedness 
theorem for fc-triangular functions defined in a field which is a SIP-lattice. More-
over, from (3.3) we can obtain a Dieudonne boundedness type theorem for finitely 
additive functions from si with values in a topological commutative group T (see 
[14]). In fact, if r is a topological commutative group with neutral element 0, a 
finitely additive function <p from si to f is ^-exhaustive (resp. inner regular, regu-
lar (in the sense of [14])) iff, for every continuous real-valued quasi-norm Q on 
r , the R+-valued 1-triangular function goq> is ^-exhaustive (resp. inner regular, 
regular)20). 
Therefore: 
C o r o l l a r y (3.8). Let r be a topological commutative group and let ^S be a 
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SIP-lattice. If $ is a set of finitely additive and exhaustive regular functions 
from si to r, such that for every Ge<&, 0(G) is fy-bounded, then <P(sl) is 
^¿-bounded21). 




') A f u n c t i o n y/ f r o m ¡22 t o R + is s a i d k-subadditive ( r e s p . countably k-subadditive) if, f o r a n y 
d i s j o i n t sets A, B f r o m 3%, <f/(AUB)^v/(A)+kii/(B) ( r e s p . f o r a n y d i s j o i n t s e q u e n c e (/(„)„ i n 
9t s u c h t h a t | J An£®, v ( U An)^V(A,)+k £ y{Anj) ( s e e [15], [16]). 
n<EN n£N ">1 
2
) S e e [15], C o r o l l a r y 1 f o r t h e c a s e <p ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r w i t h v a l u e s i n a n a b e l i a n q u a s i - n o r m e d 
g r o u p a n d [19], C o r o l l a r y ( 2 . 3 ) f o r ' t h e c a s e <p finitely a d d i t i v e . 
3
) I n f a c t , f o r e a c h A i S H , 
\q>(A)\^\q>{A^Aa)\ + k\q>{A\Aa)\-, 
t h e r e f o r e b o u n d e d i m p l i e s < p ( M ) b o u n d e d . 
4
) S e e [15], L e m m a 2 , f o r t h e c a s e <p ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r f u n c t i o n w i t h v a l u e s i n a n a b e l i a n q u a s i -
n o r m e d g r o u p . 
6
) F o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f q u a s i <x-ring s e e [3], [9], [ 1 3 ] , [ 2 8 ] ; s e e a l s o [ 2 5 ] , L e m m a 1 . 
6





N o f s e t o f f 
limq>(A„r\A) = 0, 
N 
u n i f o r m l y w i t h r e s p e c t t o A ^ S f t ( s e e t h e p r o o f o f ( 1 . 1 ) , C h . I I o f [4]) s e e a l s o n o t e
1 0
) , p . 1 3 4 o f [4]. 
') It f o l l o w s f r o m ( 1 . 1 ) o f [ 1 3 ] ; i n f a c t , it is e a s y t o s e e t h a t it is t r u e a l s o f o r a n e x h a u s t i v e 
f u n c t i o n T) f r o m t o R + s u c h t h a t 
i / g ) S ) / ( y ) if X,Yi9t\ X §j Y. 
*) W e r e f e r t o [16], r e m a r k p . 2 9 , f o r a n e x a m p l e o f a s e t 0 o f ( r e a l ) 1 - t r i a n g u l a r e x h a u s t i v e 
f u n c t i o n s v e r i f y i n g a ) , f o r w h i c h t h e set < P ( 5 2 ) is n o t b o u n d e d . W e w r i t e <P(A)= ( J <p(A) 
V A < i ® a n d <2>0?f)= U V ^ f S ^ . 
Jf 
•) S e e [10], [5] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f rings w i t h t h e S u b s e q u e n t i a l I n t e r s o l a t i o n P r o p e r t y 
( r i n g s w i t h t h e ( P 2 ) p r o p e r t y i n [ 2 8 ] , s a t i s f y i n g c o n d i t i o n ( £
s
) i n [9]). 
1 0
) W e n o t e t h a t , f o r e a c h « € N , {AiSl : p„(A)=0} is a n i d e a l o f s e e a l s o [ 1 7 ] , [ 2 7 ] . 
u
) I n f a c t , let si be a d i s j o i n t set o f n o n - z e r o e l e m e n t s o f 0tlJT; w e w r i t e , V ( « , fc)€NxN, 
• i ^
0 0 = {{A]^lJr-. 0n(A)>\lk}. T h e n sl= | J sl£n) a n d , <pn b e i n g e x h a u s t i v e V « € N , 
C n , * ) e N x N 
sljp is o r e m p t y o r finite s e t , V ( " , A r ) S N x N . 
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" ) I n f a c t , V « 6 N , w e h a v e \<p„(A)\ = \<PN(B)\ if [A]=[Bl 0 „ ( [ 0 ] ) = O , 
\QnW)-Qnm)\ 3= k<pn(A\B)+k<p„(B\A) = k0n(lAPslB])+k0n(lB]-lA]) VM, [5] 
f o r e v e r y disjoint s e q u e n c e w e p u t A[=Ai a n d , \jp>\,A'p =AP — ( J APC\A, a n d 
icp 
w e h a v e 
l i m 0 „ ( [ ^ ] ) = l i m | ? >
B
( ^ ) | = 0 . p p 
1 S
) W e n o t e t h a t , if M is a o - r i n g , a ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r a n d o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n is e x h a u s t i v e . 
M o r e o v e r , if X is a c o m m u t a t i v e s e m i g r o u p w i t h a f a m i l y F o f n o n - n e g a t i v e r e a l v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s 
/ w h i c h h a v e t h e p r o p e r t y 
f(x)-f(y)^f{x+y) Sf(x)+ny), f o r e a c h x,y£X, 
f o r e v e r y t r i a n g l e s e t f u n c t i o n ([21]) o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s /i f r o m 91 t o ( X , | |) t h e f u n c t i o n 
v : A t ® - / Q i G 4 ) ) € [ 0 , + » [ 
is, f o r e v e r y / € F , a 1 - t r i a n g u l a r a n d o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n . 
" ) I f S is a H a u s d o r f f l o c a l l y c o m p a c t t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , SD is t h e cr-field o f t h e B o r e l sets 
o f S, SF a n d a r e r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e lattice o f t h e c o m p a c t sets a n d t h e lattice o f t h e o p e n sets o f S, 
t h e (°) is t h e c o n d i t i o n ( R ) o f [23], [24]. 
» ) F o r e v e r y A^SD a n d f o r e v e r y e > 0 , let F£LFA a n d H e ^ s \ A s u c h t h a t V ( A \ F ) < £ / 2 
a n d $(S\A\H)~=E/2 a n d p u t G = S \ H . 
l e
) F o r i n s t a n c e , if S is a H a u s d o r f f t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , j / i s t h e <r-field o f t h e B o r e l sets o f S, 
OF a n d ^ a r e r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e lattice o f t h e c o m p a c t sets a n d t h e lattice o f t h e o p e n sets, 3F a n d IS 
satisfy t h e p r o p e r t y ( * * ) ( a n d t h e r e f o r e J ^ h a s t h e ( * ) ) . 
" ) I f ( X , | |) is a q u a s i - n o r m e d g r o u p a n d <p is a finitely a d d i t i v e f u n c t i o n f r o m s i to ( X , | |), 
this is t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f r e g u l a r finitely a d d i t i v e f u n c t i o n o f [14]. 
l s
) T h e v a r i a t i o n \ <p\ o f (p is d e f i n e d i n t h e u s u a l w a y ; 
M ( 4 ) = sup T \<p(B)\ A£st, 
n een 
w h e r e t h e s u p r e m u m is t a k e n o v e r all p a r t i t i o n s o f A i n t o a finite n u m b e r o f disjoint sets i n s i . 
" ) W e s a y t h a t a lattice 'S is a S I P - l a t t i c e if f o r e a c h disjoint s e q u e n c e ((?„)„
 € N
 o f sets o f 








 a n d a ring £ f w i t h t h e S I P c o n t a i n e d i n <3, s u c h 
t h a t GN.E£F, f o r e a c h / € N ( [ 1 4 ] ) . 
2 0
) S e e [ 1 4 ] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n s o f finitely a d d i t i v e i n n e r r e g u l a r a n d r e g u l a r f u n c t i o n s f r o m 
s i t o r . R e c a l l t h a t f o r e v e r y n e i g h b o u r h o o d U o f 0 , t h e r e exist a n £ > 0 a n d a c o n t i n u o u s 
( r e a l - v a l u e d ) q u a s i - n o r m g o n r s u c h t h a t 0 ( * ) < s } £ U. 
2 1
) S e e [ 1 4 ] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f ^ - b o u n d e d s u b s e t o f F ; recall t h a t a s u b s e t Y o f F is ^ - b o u n d e d 
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